TAMS PACKAGING SUMMER
NORTH WEALD SPRINT
SUNDAY 26th JULY 2020
Q&A
Q.
A.

I would like to enter the above, but as someone currently shielding, it is a little
tricky to know what the state of play will be in just seven weeks’ time.
If you enter now and withdraw your entry before the closing date for entries (20 th
July) we will give you a full refund, plus by then we should know more from the
Government and Motorsport UK.

Q.
A.

Can I bring my friends to watch?
NO, a condition of running motorsport at the moment is that there is No
spectators. Please limit of your help to preferably one person and from the same
household (it not they should travel in a different vehicle).

Q.
A.

Can I share my vehicle (double drive)?
Yes, but after the first run you must return to your service space in the paddock
to sanitise the car, change driver (remember to change the numbers as well,
then go to the start line.

Q.
A.

Can I stay overnight on site?
NO, currently you must travel to the event and back home on the same day.

Q.
A.

What time can arrive on the day?
The Paddock opens at 08.00, to give us time to prepare. Remember there’s no
signing on (it will be done by email before the day) and no scrutineering (random
checks will be done), noise will be done before your first practice.

Q.
A.

Will there be refreshments on site?
The Red Bus Café will be open for takeaways, please remember the social
distancing, currently 2 metres.

Q.
A.

Will the times be displayed?
Times will be sent by txt, by class/run and the results will be updated through
the day.

Q.
A.

Will my support team be with me to assist in the collecting/start area?
Generally, no. Only the driver seated in the car will be allowed in that area along
with any officials who will remain distant from the cars. However, and only in
exceptional circumstances where a car, by design requires outside assistance to
be started, will one person wearing suitable PPE be allowed to attend.

Q.
A.

Will we still be pushed in to position at the start?
No. You will need to position the car under its own power as directed by a marshal
who will stand distant from the car, no marshals will touch the car.

Q.
A.

What happens if I break down?
You should remain in the car, unless circumstances dictate that you must
evacuate, and the nearest marshal will approach the car, staying a distance away,
to get a thumbs up from the driver that he/she is OK. With thumbs up, Recovery
will then be deployed to recover you to the paddock, without thumbs up both
Rescue and Recovery will be deployed.

If you have any other questions, please send them to entries@greenbeltmc.org.uk
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